REVIEW

AEA RPQ500
Take the original RPQ and make it compact and spin it around; JON THORNTON says that
it’s not just a preamp for ribbons.
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EA’s history in mic preamp manufacture
has naturally been rooted in its heritage
of ribbon microphone ‘re-imagining’. The
first foray into this area was with its
straightforwardly entitled TRP (The Ribbon Pre) and
with its J-FET design, very high input impedance and
DC coupled input, the TRP was a no-compromise
design evolved exclusively for use with passive
ribbon microphones.
While the deliberate omission of phantom power
on the TRP was sensible given its application, the
introduction of ‘active’ ribbons by AEA and others
made this something of a problem. This was solved
by the introduction of what was initially known as
the RP48Q; nowadays referred to simply as the RPQ.
As well as the P48 capability implied by the original
name, the two channel RPQ also introduced the
‘CurveShaper’ — essentially an EQ tailored to work
to enhance a ribbon microphone’s natural response.
The company’s latest offering is the RPQ500, offering
more or less a single channel of the RPQ in a 500
series package.
I say ‘more or less’ as there’s one significant
omission in that you lose the original RPQ’s twin
microphone level inputs per channel, so you don’t
get the DC-coupled, straight-wire, ‘no phantom power
ain’t ever going here’ input option of the original.
What you gain though is a mic/line switch that
bypasses the first gain stage and allows the curve
shaping circuitry and output line driver to be applied
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to line level signals — a feature apparently added as a
result of RPQ user requests. Internally though, there’s
the same J-FET-based topology; the design philosophy
here is to run the load impedance for the microphone
input high (circa 10kohms), while providing bags
of clean gain for those pesky low impedance, low
sensitivity ribbons.
A single balanced XLR input (for either line or mic
level), and an electronically balanced XLR output are
provided on the rear panel. The front panel controls
are broadly similar to the original RPQ. Initial gain is
set via a switched gain control giving 12 steps in a
range of +7dB to +56dB. An additional continuously
variable (post the curve shaping EQ) output level
control ranges between full attenuation and an
additional +19dB of gain. Add to this the fixed 6dB
of gain applied by the output line driver and there’s a
total of 81dB of gain to be had, so no shortage of gain
for even the lowest of mic sensitivities. A scattering of
pushbuttons select polarity reverse, phantom power
and mic/line switching, while metering is taken care
of via three LEDS at the top left of the unit.
About half of the available front panel real estate
is given over to the CurveShaper EQ. What you get
here is a relatively shallow high pass filter with a fixed
-20dB cut and continuously variable -3dB breakfrequency in the range 18Hz–360Hz, coupled with a
shelving HF boost with variable gain and a variable
+3dB break frequency between 2.1kHz-26kHz. Each
band has a separate in/out switch.
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REVIEW
Niggles? Well, none really. Even the price
(UK£600 + VAT) is attractive for what you get
particularly if you already have a compatible 500
series chassis. The only real downside is that you’ll
hear one, and then want two… n

PROS

Quiet, clean and detailed; CurveShaper
works nicely with ribbons and dynamics;
line input useful.

CONS

Could do with a steeper HPF option for
some applications.

EXTRAS

The first job for the RPQ500 after slotting it into
were a little less subtle. The fixed cut and gentle slope
a suitable chassis, was to handle preamp duties
of the HPF, while working well to tame proximity
for AEA’s terrific KU4 cardioid ribbon microphone
effect and low frequency ribbon resonances isn’t
(Resolution V10.3). As you might expect, the
really steep enough to deal with any mechanical
combination is a good one. The overall sound is very
handling noise or air-con rumble. And you can see
natural and open, and the RPQ500 is respectably
why the request for a line level input came about —
quiet in operation. Of course, the CurveShaper comes
strap the RPQ500 across a mix and the CurveShaper
into its own here, with the LF cut helping to tame any
is an interesting tool for mastering, or for adding a
slightly overblown proximity effect, and the HF boost
little ‘lift’ to individual sounds.
adding a very subtle sense of air and detail to vocals
But even without the fairy dust EQ, this module
in particular.
impresses in its ability to wring some astonishing
The HF boost warrants some fiddling around, as
performances out of microphones. Don’t think of
the slope and shape of the curve morphs around
it as just a ‘ribbon-pre’ though, it works very well
with differing values of break frequency and boost.
on capacitor microphones too, and on more lowly
Because of this, it doesn’t quite behave in the way
dynamic microphones. When mated to a Beyer
you expect a more conventional EQ to behave and
M201 it pulled a level of detail from a guitar that I
even a very heavy-handed application doesn’t sound
hadn’t heard before and that’s with what is one of
unnatural or overly harsh. At the other end of the
my favourite mics. A little tweak of the CurveShaper
spectrum
though,
you do sometimes
wish1that
things 14:46
helped
things
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1 along nicely at the top end too.
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resolution

In terms of microphones currently in
production, the KU4 (Resolution V11.3)
is something of a rarity
— a unidirectional
ribbon microphone.
Historically it was
the RCA KU3A that
for many defined the
pinnacle of performance
in its category, a fixed
pattern cardioid ribbon
created in response
to the Hollywood
movie studios’
demands for a high
quality unidirectional
microphone suitable for
use on booms. Fewer
than 600 examples
were ever produced,
making an original
working version as rare
as it is desirable.

Contact
AEA, US:
Web: www.ribbonmics.com
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